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Panoramic Imaging

Positioning and Technique errors
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Panoramic technique steps
• Prepare the patient
• Check the settings (kV/mA) based on body size
• Ensure incisors are in the grooves or chin in cup
• Close side guides
• Position the chin
• Stand the patient upright
• Check Frankfort & mid-sagittal layer lights
• Ensure teeth are in focal trough
• Ask patient to swallow, close lips and eyes
• Ask patient to press tongue against palate
• Press and hold the exposure button/switch

Prepare the patient – hair buns
• Rubber bands, socks, hair bun holders will attenuate the x-ray beam and degrade the image quality in the center of the panoramic image
• Ask patient to remove hair bun accessories

Prepare the patient – synthetic weaves
• Ask patient to position and tack hair on top of head

Prepare the patient – protective apron
• Evaluate the patient body size
• Select the cape style apron without a collar
• Position apron low on the back and sides of neck
• Tuck the ends of apron under if patient is large anterior to posterior (front to back)
Check the settings
- The technique charts are stored in the control panel of the machine and or software programs
- Select body size (child; small; med; or large adult)
- Select jaw size
- Ensure kV and mA are appropriate

Ensure incisors are in the grooves
- Standard technique is to use the bite stick

Ensure the proper chin cup is used
- Use the chin cup for panoramic imaging provided by the manufacturer of that machine
- Usually the chin cup devices don’t mix and match

Ensure chin is positioned in chin cup
- To visualize condyles seated in glenoid fossa
- Failure of anterior partial fixed bridge with loose anterior teeth
- Lightly sedated patient that is status post oral surgery
- Completely edentulous and without removable dentures

Position the patient - standing
- Position the chin on chin cup or use bite stick
  - Position machine at appropriate height
  - Stand patient upright
  - Ensure teeth are in bite stick grooves and tuck the chin or ...
  - Position the chin in the chin cup support

Position the patient – sitting
- Position the patient’s chin in the chin cup support or...
  - Ensure teeth are in bite stick grooves and tuck the chin
Reference lights – mid sagittal

- Check position of the mid-sagittal reference

Straighten the head before the exposure

Verify the position of the light on the center of the bite stick

Reference light – Frankfort horizontal

- Check position of Frankfort horizontal
- Line up the border of the inferior orbital rim with the top of the external auditory canal

Final steps...

- Swallow, close lips, close eyes
- Press tongue and hold it flat against palate
- Press and hold exposure button

Reference light – dental arch focus

- Position vertical reference light
- Focus the focal trough
- Some manufactures are manual focus, others are automatic selection of “dental arch morphology” on the control panel and “incisors orientation”

Three things to screen for

- Image quality
  - Metallic jewelry removed from the hair, around the neck, face, ears and tongue?
  - How was the patient positioned?
  - What were the technique parameters?
- Anatomy
  - Normal versus normal variants
- Abnormalities in the image
Common Panoramic Errors

- Patient too far forward
- Patient too far back
- Chin positioned too low
- Chin positioned too high
- Patient twisted
- Patient tilted
- Slumped position
- Chin not on chin rest
- Tongue not on palate
- Patient movement
- Lips open
- Ghost images
- Hair buns and/or synthetic (braided) hair
- Apron artifact

Patient too far forward

- Narrow, indistinct anterior teeth
- Bicuspids overlap bilaterally

Patient too far back

- Wide, blurred anterior teeth
- Condyles off the lateral edges

Patient too far back

- Check that the max and mandibular incisors are in grooves or the chin isn’t pressed ahead of the chin cup ledge

Error - Frankfurt horizontal

Correction - projection head to align with the Frankfurt horizontal (border of infraorbital / AAD)

- Chin too low
  - Exaggerated smile
  - Hyoid stretched across mandible
  - Condyles at top of image
- Chin too high
  - Flattened occipital plane
  - Reverse smile or frown
  - Condyle(s) approach lateral edge(s) of image

- Check the
  - Frankfurt horizontal matches the reference light on the machine
  - Ask the patient to smile while biting in the grooves
  - Evaluate the max post occlusion for a slight upward slant
  - Tuck the chin
Chin positioned too low
- Exaggerated smile line
- Condyles off the top of image

Chin positioned too high
- Reverse smile
- Hard palate and floor of nasal cavity are superimposed over the max roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Mid-sagittal Correction</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head twisted</td>
<td>anterior teeth normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unequal magnification between left &amp; right</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head tilted</td>
<td>head not centered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>one condyle higher than other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Head twisted
- Head not centered
- Unequal magnification of structures

- Line the mid-sagittal light up with the middle of forehead

More like this

Reposition the patient's head

Head twisted
- Closed mouth -- errors
- Twisted - distortion of left ramus and condyle

Head tilted
- Patient's head not centered
- Distortion in image
### Error - Cervical spine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slump</td>
<td>white triangle image of spine over max anterior teeth</td>
<td>![Image of slumped position]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curved spine</td>
<td>curved spine seen on sides of image</td>
<td>![Image of curved spine]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin not on support</td>
<td>structures in upper 1/3 may be cut off top of image</td>
<td>![Image of chin not on support]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Evaluate the patient’s neck and body position to ensure they are standing upright
- Move the barrier bag to see the chin on the chin support
- Tuck the chin down slightly

### Slumped position
- Neck is stretched forward on a slant

### Curved spine
- Curved spine seen on sides of image
- Stand patient upright and raise tube

### Chin not on chin support
- Structures in the upper 1/3 of the image are cut off
- Stand patient upright and raise tube

### Error - Instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tongue not on palate</td>
<td>dark shadow over roots of maxillary teeth</td>
<td>![Image of tongue not on palate]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lips open</td>
<td>saturation of anterior maxillary and mandibular teeth may mimic caries in premolars at bilateral shadow of commissure</td>
<td>![Image of lips open]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion artifact</td>
<td>vertical defect in image from top to bottom, hyoid bone distortion with swallowing</td>
<td>![Image of motion artifact]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Ask patient to close lips tight and press and hold tongue up
- Evaluate for clearance between the patient’s shoulders, back and the machine

### Tongue not on palate
- Dark crescent shaped shadow over the maxillary teeth roots
- Palatoglossal airspace artifact
**Lips open**
- Anterior teeth are darkened between parted lips because of lack of x-ray beam attenuation
- Radiolucency's can be mimicked in bicuspid areas

**Motion artifact**
- Wavy lines that extend from the top of image to the bottom of the image

**Earring artifacts**
- Appear on the opposite side
- Appear superior and blurred

**Hair bun artifact**
- Sock bun or thick rubber bands
- Vertical RO artifact in center of image

**Synthetic hair artifact**
- Synthetic braided hair
- Artifacts are wavy or straight vertical lines on the lateral sides of image
Apron artifact
- Artifact cause by the thyroid collar

Apron artifact
- Apron high on sides and or back of neck

Image quality check for dental techs
1. Condyles near the upper corners in image
2. Hard palate is superior to the max apices
3. Ensure max and man apices are in focus
4. Visualize the inferior borders of the mandible

Panoramic Imaging Practice

Identify the errors
Describe the characteristic features
Discuss the correction

- Error: patient not closed on back teeth
- Features: incisors end to end
- Correction: ask patient to close on back teeth
- **Error:** twisted
- **Features:** overlapped premolars & distortion (left)
- **Correction:** use reference lights

- **Error:** too far back when using chin cup
- **Features:** anterior teeth are magnified and blurred; condyles approach lateral edges of image
- **Correction:** select chin cup for panoramic; verify correct patient position in chin cup; use ref lights

- **Error:** chin too high; jewelry; glasses; tilt & twisted
- **Features:** hard palate low; ghost artifact; condyles approach lateral borders; right bicuspid overlap
- **Correction:** prep patient; use reference lights

- **Error:** glasses in image; curved spine; too far fwd
- **Features:** artifact; curved spine in image; spine superimposes rami; bicuspid overlap bilaterally
- **Correction:** prep pt; stand up straight; use ref

- **Error:** foreign object; twisted; tilted
- **Features:** artifact; rt bicuspid overlap & mag
- **Correction:** remove jewelry; use reference lights (Frankfort horiz & mid-sagittal)

- **Error:** syn hair; tilted; tongue not on palate
- **Features:** artifact; right condyle higher than left; palatoglossal air space artifact
- **Correction:** re-position hair; center their bite in grooves; use ref lights; press tongue against palate
• Error: chin too high; tongue not on palate
  • Features: condyles approach lateral edges of image; reversed smile; palatoglossal air space artifact
  • Correction: stand up straight; tuck chin down; use reference lights; press tongue against palate

• Error: chin too low; tilted
  • Features: exaggerated smile; condyles approach the top of image; right condyle higher than left
  • Correction: ensure patient is standing up straight; use reference lights

• Error: chin too low; tongue not on palate
  • Features: exaggerated smile; condyles approach top of image; hyoid bone across mandible
  • Correction: stand them up straight; use reference lights; press tongue against palate

• Error: twisted
  • Features: off sides on bite stick; left bicusps overlap & magnification of left side
  • Correction: center midline of maxillary teeth in the center of bite stick; use reference lights

• Error: chin low; too far forward; curved spine
  • Features: exaggerated smile; condyles approach the top of image; indistinct ant teeth; bicusps overlap bilaterally; curved spine in image
  • Correction: stand up straight; bite in grooves; use reference lights (Frankfort horiz and mid-sagittal)

• Error: too far back
  • Features: widened and blurred anterior teeth, roots; blurring of anterior max and man
  • Correction: bite in grooves or use proper chin cup; ensure patient position in focal trough
- **Error:** machine bumped patient at start of scan
  - **Features:** wavy vertical lines from top to bottom where bump occurred (pt left)
  - **Correction:** stand up straight; ensure clearance

- **Error:** slump
  - **Features:** white triangle image of spine over man anterior teeth
  - **Correction:** stand up straight – check spine

- **Error:** apron artifact
  - **Features:** radiopacity of real image in lower right and left corners with artifact near center
  - **Correction:** ensure apron isn’t too tight around the sides of neck and keep it low in back

- **Errors:** artifacts (apron/earrings); too far forward; chin too high; chin not on chin support
  - **Features:** objects; ghosting; ant teeth indistinct; reversed smile; condyles approach lateral edges
  - **Correction:** prep patient; check apron position; stand up straight; tuck chin; use reference lights

- **Errors:** synthetic hair and bun artifact; twisted; too far forward; tongue not on palate
  - **Features:** hair artifacts; left bicuspid overlap & magnification of left side; ant teeth indistinct; palatoglossal air space artifact
  - **Correction:** position hair atop head; tuck chin; use ref lights; press tongue up

- **Errors:** double appearance of teeth in antrums; double appearance of condyles and rami; tongue
  - **Features:** same as above (equip/software failure)
  - **Correction:** Call for service
• Error: reverse spine; chin too high
• Features: radiopacity superimposed over max ants
• Correction: tuck chin; use reference lights
  (Frankfort horiz and mid-sagittal)
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